Shear settling in laminar open channel flow: analytical solution, measurements and numerical simulation
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Abstract

In beaching of tailings, sand and clays may segregate. In laminar flow this is due to shear settling. First implementations of shear settling in numerical flow models are seen, offering unprecedented potential to conduct tailings management studies. In order to validate numerical codes, reference materials are necessary. For laminar flow, there is a small set of flume tests available from an earlier study. An analytical solution for transient sand concentration profile development with distance in laminar open channel flow appeared recently. This analytical method is more complete than an analytical model developed earlier at the author’s institute. Data and analytical solutions are analysed and applied to serve for the validation of numerical flow simulation of beaching in tailings storage facilities. Fair agreement is observed between measurements and the analytical method. Moreover, fair agreement is obtained between an earlier produced computational outcome of the numerical model Delft3D-slurry and analytical solution. This contributes to building confidence in this model as an aid in supporting tailings deposition management.
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1 Introduction

In beaching, many deposits show channel formation. Initially, semi-radially extending deposits may develop, but after a while the flow chooses a preferential direction. This may lead to elongated lobes or channels. Sand settling is believed to be the basis for channel formation and migration. Channels are one of the most important features of beach deposits. Sand settling and segregation is therefore at the core of beach development. Understanding channelisation is important to assess and predict tailings beach geometry, slope, composition (i.e. areas of fines and sand), fines capture, fines production, but also long-term consolidation performance, and therefore closure planning. Improving prediction of tailings deposition can therefore save significant cost and reduce liability to the tailings industry, as it moves into thicker flocculated tailings, with pressure to limit legacy and current fluid fine tailings volumes and minimise future closure plan liability. In this paper the authors present a practical data–theory–numerical approach to aid tailings management.

Deposition principles are often tested in laboratories by running (model) tailings through flumes and by pouring (model) tailings. Deposits display gelled character (absence of sand skeleton), and may not necessarily come to a final halt. We have, for instance, witnessed that in a 25 m long flume, tailings flow can come to a temporally halt, to be remobilised again later (Sisson et al. 2012). Nevertheless our knowledge on the development of flow and deposition needs to extend to a larger scale. Time scales and distances in prototype are much larger than in laboratory testing. The in-house laboratory test described in van Kesteren et al. (2015), (50 m length, 5.5 m wide) is the closest one gets to prototype dimensions. It is important to understand deposition pattern formation: it determines the flow regime and deposition regime. Pattern formation is likely to be governed by time-dependent rheological properties, structure changes in the clay, sand settling and dewatering (Figure 1). Sand settling is a process that leads to a liberation of clays from the slurry, contributing to the production of fluid fine tailings. Therefore, this process is taken on first.
Laboratory tests under controlled conditions (Sanders et al. 2002; Spelay 2007) have shown the commencement, i.e. first signs of segregation within the flow. With strong rheological properties, the tailings can only flow in the laminar regime. Conveyed solids, however, deposit slowly due to shear within the flow.

Settling of particles in shear, whereas they do not settle at rest, is a known phenomenon, quantified for single particles by Thomas (1979), Wilson and Horsley (2004), Talmon and Mastbergen (2004) and Pullum et al. (2010), and for multiple particles settling simultaneously (Cooke 2002; Pirouz et al. 2008; Talmon et al. 2014a; Ovarlez et al. 2012). Solids settling in shear flow is called shear settling or dynamic settling. Shear settling in laminar flow starts being implemented in multi-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations (Sittoni et al. 2016; Treinen 2017; van Rhee 2017). A sketch of the internal physical processes in laminar open channel flow is given in Figure 2. At elevated yield stresses, such as of thickened tailings, a gelled bed is formed (Talmon et al. 2014b).

It is rather involved to analyse/simulate three dimensional flow, so simplifications into one and two-dimensional systems have been pursued still capturing essentials (Sittoni et al. 2016; Treinen 2017); refer to Figure 3 for definitions. For 3D we intend simulation of the entire deposit for a portion of time with variability in x-, y- and depth, including channel formation. With 2D we intend a longitudinal cross-section with variability in x- and depth. 1DV is a single profile with variability in depth only.
An example of a numerical calculation of tailings deposition and sand segregation along a longitudinal beach cross-section is shown in Figure 4. Analytical linear theories for segregation in these open channels are provided by Sisson et al. (2012) (1DV), Childs (2013) (2DV) and Childs et al. (2016). Gelled bed formation is not contained in these analytical approaches. These analytical theories may serve to validate numerical models and extrapolate beyond limited length of test flumes.

One-dimensional 1DV configuration CFD studies were conducted by Spelay (2007), Hanssen (2016) and van Es (2017). CFD models for the 2DV configuration with free surface were developed and reported by Treinen (2017) and van Es (2017). A full 3D simulation with rigid lid is conducted by van Rhee (2017). Treinen and van Rhee compared CFD results with Spelay’s measurements.

The model of Treinen is built from scratch. The model of van Rhee is created from building blocks provided by OpenFOAM. The simulations described by Sittoni et al. (2016) are performed with a special research version of Delft3D (Deltares 2017), which is already capable of delta formation calculations, and is being updated to include non-Newtonian tailings types of slurries. In upgrading codes, systematic validations are necessary. Analytical solutions for simplified conditions are equally as important as test data. However, analytical solutions can also be applied for a quick assessment of segregation conditions.

The Sisson analytical model describes longitudinal uniform time-dependent development of solids concentration and segregation in wide open channel flow. The analytical approach developed by Childs describes transient concentration profile development and segregation with distance.

For upgrading the Delft3D code with non-Newtonian flow simulation capabilities (i.e. Delft3D-slurry), a systematic validation of the new implementations is necessary. Validation can be performed through comparing the numerical results with datasets as well as with the output of analytical solutions. This enables us to verify the capability of the code on prototype time and length scale.
Agreement between data, theory and analytical/numerical simulation is central to build trust in a model that is utilised to support tailings management decisions. Therefore an analysis is conducted between correspondence of measurements of Spelay on model thickened tailings (TT) in a 3D conduit, the analytical solutions of Childs and Sisson and an existing calculation of the Delft3D numerical code.

This paper presents a robust data–theory–analytical/modelling approach to verify the capability of Delft3D-slurry in prediction of sand settling in thick tailings (i.e. laminar non-Newtonian) deposition. As the industry moves into thicker centrifuge and flocculated tailings, with pressure to limit legacy and current fluid fine tailings volumes, it is the opinion of the authors that Delft3D-slurry is a critical tool to optimise current operations and minimise future closure plan liability, and with potentially significant cost reduction for each oil sands operator.

2 Analytical theory

2.1 Analytical segregation model

Shear settling at high concentration is a non-linear problem. Non-linear processes are hindered settling, dual rheology (also known as rheology augmentation and inherent viscosity, Thomas 2010) and two-way coupling (the velocity profile influences the concentration profile and vice versa). The existing analytical theories apply to laminar flow of Oswald–de Waele power law fluids: \( \tau = K (\dot{\gamma})^n \) where \( K \) = consistency index, \( n \) = flow index and \( \dot{\gamma} \) = shear rate. A low \( n \) exponent may suffice to simulate yield stress \( \tau_y \) presence, mimicking plug-like velocity profiles (Figure 5). Further assumptions in these theories are mono-sized settling solids, constant rheological properties (no variation in time and/or space), homogenous carrier (clay dominated fraction), shear settling of coarse particles (governed by local apparent viscosity: Stokes regime) and energy slope equals channel slope (constant flow depth).

![Figure 5](a) Power-law velocity profile for different values of the flow index \( n \); (b) Bingham velocity profiles for different ratio of yield stress \( \tau_y \) and wall shear stress \( \tau_w \)

An analytical approach is only possible when the mathematical system is simplified into a linear system: no yield stress, power law model, no hindered settling, single rheology, one-way coupling (no influence of the variation of sand concentration on the flow field). In this linear system, the mathematical method of characteristics is applied to solve the continuity equation of settling solids. The Sisson analytical model assumes lengthwise uniform conditions and calculates time-dependent development of a 1DV concentration profile. The Childs analytical model describes lengthwise transient, time-independent, 2DV concentration profile development.
We focus here on the analytical theory of Childs since it gives an exact solution in two dimensions, instead of the one-dimension theory by Sisson. With particle settling in the Stokes regime, the dimensionless horizontal coordinate of Childs et al. (2016) is cast into:

$$x^\wedge = \frac{x}{h} \frac{W}{U_{\text{childs}}} = 18 \frac{x}{h} \frac{1}{i} \frac{1}{18} \frac{\Delta \rho}{\rho} \frac{d^2}{h^2}$$

where:

- $W$ = settling velocity solids at bed level.
- $x$ = longitudinal coordinate.
- $h$ = flow depth.
- $i$ = slope.
- $d$ = particle diameter.
- $U_{\text{childs}}$ = characteristic flow velocity.
- $\Delta \rho$ = submerged density coarse solids.
- $\rho$ = density carrier fluid.
- $x^\wedge$ = dimensionless horizontal coordinate.

Notice that in this definition $x^\wedge$ is independent of rheological parameters ($K$, $n$), but is related to the depth averaged horizontal flow velocity by:

$$U_{\text{childs}} = \frac{2n+1}{n} \overline{U}$$

where:

- $\overline{U}$ = depth averaged flow velocity.

The rheological parameters ($K$, $n$) are indirectly accounted for: the flow depth is, at the given specific flow rate, density and beach slope, governed by the rheological properties of the mixture. In Sisson et al. (2012) the vertical concentration profile evolves in time, as a dimensionless parameter for time:

$$t^* = \frac{W}{h} t$$

where:

- $t$ = time.
- $t^*$ = dimensionless time.

At $t^* = 1$, a particle having a constant settling velocity has settled over the entire depth.

For $n = 1$ the settling velocity is the same in the whole domain (Newtonian fluid: viscosity is independent of shear rate), and in this case $x^\wedge = 1/3$ corresponds with the settling distance of a particle released at the water surface at the inlet of the channel. In case of a time-distance transformation, this corresponds to the Childs $x^\wedge$ coordinate as:

$$x^\wedge = t^* \frac{n}{2n+1}$$
The original Childs model contains a superposition of static and dynamic shear settling. The static settling has been removed in our analysis. With reference to Chapter 5 of the PhD thesis by Childs (2013), the solution for the concentration distribution in the 2DV x-z plane is obtained by the mathematical method of characteristics, giving:

\[
x^\wedge = \frac{n}{n+1}\left[\frac{n}{2n-1}(1-z)^{2n-1} \left\{ 1 - C_{1-n}^{2n-1} \right\} - \frac{1}{3}(1-z)^{3} \left\{ 1 - C_{1-n}^{3n} \right\} \right]
\]

where:

- \( C = c/c_0 \)
- \( c \) = volumetric solids concentration.
- \( c_0 \) = uniform volumetric concentration of solids at \( x = 0 \).
- \( z \) = dimensionless vertical coordinate mud layer (\( z = 0 \) is bed level).

Figure 6 shows iso-concentration contours according to Childs and according to a downstream advected Sisson solution, where \( c_0 \) = uniform inlet concentration. Such graphs can be produced for different values of the flow index \( n \). The graph shows for instance that at a dimensionless distance of \( x^\wedge = 0.1 \) the concentration above the bed has dropped to 20% of the uniform concentration at inflow.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6** Iso-concentration contours \((c/c_0)\) for Childs (C) and advected Sisson solution (S), \( n = 0.2 \). Concentration contours are relative to uniform inlet concentration \((c_0)\).

Figure 6 shows the gross correspondence between the theories. There are, however, differences in the lower 20% of the flow. This is caused by an absence of longitudinal transport gradients in the 1DV model described in Sisson et al. (2012).

Figure 7 shows how the concentration just above the bed decays with distance. A significant sensitivity to flow index \( n \) is noticed. So in our application, mimicking yield stress fluids, care is to be exercised in determination of \( n \).
Figure 7  Sand concentration above the bed according to Childs’ theory

The analytical theories are basically developed for low concentration linear systems. Non-linear hindered settling and rheology augmentation are beyond scope. It appears though that the influences of these two processes approximately cancel each other, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8  Ratio of settling velocity ($w$) according to hindered settling in carrier fluid and the settling velocity of a single particle ($w_0$) in a fictitious fluid with the same rheological properties as the solids suspension

Conditions for Figure 8 are Thomas (1999) rheology augmentation with $k_{c_{\text{max}}} = 0.9$, and hindered settling by Richardson and Zaki with exponent 4.5 (Stokes regime). Hindered settling, at for instance 10 v% sand, appears to be a bit stronger than the solids effect on rheology. As a net result, at 10 v% sand, the net settling velocity drops to about 84% compared to a single particle being assumed to settle in mixture rheology (which is the rheological reference in our linear analytical models), justifying application to higher concentrations. Other choices for the formulation of rheology augmentation and hindered settling are of course also possible (Figure 8 shows principle).

2.2 Transformation theory 3D to 2DV

In order to transform between 3D channel flow and a lower dimension, the hydraulic radius approach was followed by Spelay (2007) and was likewise adopted by Treinen (2017), keeping $R_h$ the same in 3D and 2DV. $R_h$ is the hydraulic radius and is defined as the cross-sectional area of the flow ($A$) divided by the wetted perimeter of the channel ($P$). The hydraulic radius approach ensures that the wall shear stress is the same for the same (energy) slope, mixture density and gravity:

$$i\rho gA = P r_w, \quad i\rho gR_h = \tau_w$$

Indeed the wall shear stress should be kept the same in transformation because this provides similarity in laminar now-Newtonian flow profiles of different geometrical dimension (unchanged rheological parameters). Kinematic similarity (congruent particle trajectories) is also important. There are various options to achieve this.
Table 1 shows alternative approaches to ensure similarity, if Spelay’s test conditions are simplified to a pipe flowing half-full, similar for other channel geometries. Notice that for a pipe per definition \( R_h = D/4 \) (flowing full and flowing half-full), \( D = \) pipe diameter. The transformation scale of velocity \( U \) follows from consideration of bulk shear rate which should remain the same for identical wall shear stress. The bulk shear in a pipe is \( 2U/R_h \), and the bulk shear rate in a wide open channel is \( 3U/R_h \). The velocity profiles are the same but average flow velocities are different due to different integration domain.

### Table 1 Different scenarios to transfer from 3D to 2DV for half-full circular cross-section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter (pipe:wide channel)</th>
<th>A scenario</th>
<th>B scenario</th>
<th>C scenario (Spelay and Treinen)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depth ( h ) (m)</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1:0.5</td>
<td>1:0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length ( x ) (m)</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1:0.5</td>
<td>1:0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle diameter ( d ) (m)</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1:0.707 (Stokes)</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration sand</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settling velocity ( W ) (m/s)</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1:0.5</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow velocity ( U ) (m/s)</td>
<td>1:2/3</td>
<td>1:1/3</td>
<td>1:1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_w ) (Pa)</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i ) (-)</td>
<td>1:0.5 (1/R_h)</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_h ) (-)</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumptions</td>
<td>x-y geometric and kinematic similarity</td>
<td>Hydraulic radius and kinematic similarity</td>
<td>Hydraulic radius only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Spelay and Treinen the hydraulic radius \( R_h \), the wall shear stress and channel slope are taken the same in transformation from 3D to lower dimension. Thus the vertical length scale is about halved: scenario B or C. The flow velocity is consequently a factor of two lower (identical bulk shear rate for equal wall shear stress \( \tau_w \)), but the settling velocity is kept equal (same wall shear stress, and therefore same apparent viscosity at the wall, and with the same particle diameter, the settling velocity is the same). Thus, first, for halved flow depth the particle will settle in half the distance and second for half horizontal flow velocity the particle will settle another half distance shorter. Therefore Spelay and Treinen’s calculation results should be evaluated at about 3.5 m instead of at a distance of 14 m where the instrumentation was situated in the experiment.

## 3 Measurements

Measurements on settling solids in open channel flow were conducted by Sanders et al. (2002) and Spelay (2007). Their test section consists of an open cut pipe and the suspension flowed at a depth of about D/2. Associated rheology had to be revisited to relate to the analytical theories which are based on power law rheological characterisation.

### 3.1 Typical open channel test results laminar flow

Measurements took place near the end of a circa 18 m long open channel test pipe of 0.156 m diameter. Figure 9 shows measured concentration profiles in mid-plane for laminar flow of model thickened tailings (Spelay 2007). The figure shows a decay of 2 to 3% in total solids concentration at about ¼ of total depth. The tailings consist of clays and sands. The sand concentration in these tests was 14%, median diameter 0.19 mm. Gelled bed formation as can be seen in the lower ¼ of the profile is not described by the analytical theories. The increased concentration at the bottom of the pipe corresponds qualitatively with
the numerical calculation in Figure 4. Also, the local decrease in concentration above the bed corresponds qualitatively with the numerical calculation.

Figure 9  Measured total concentration profiles of model TT (Spelay 2007)

3.2  Rheology

Spelay characterised the TT mixtures as Bingham fluids. The rheology, though, has to be expressed as a power law to be used in the analytical theories. Pressure loss measurements at the feed pipe to the flume (test pipe with top sections cut out for instruments), conducted for a variation of flow rates, were originally used for rheological characterisation (pipe viscometer principle). These were not conducted at the same instant as the open channel tests. These feed pipe rheology measurements, conducted at the beginning and end of Spelay’s test days, show distinct differences. In addition to his PhD thesis data, Spelay provided additional feed pipe pressure loss data monitored during the actual flume measurement, to better quantify associated rheology.

Spelay originally fitted the Buckingham equation (Bingham model) through the data points of the feed pipe. Here we characterise the rheology by power law, utilising the Rabinovich–Mooney transformation for laminar pipe flow (Figure 10). The Rabinovich–Mooney transformation is only applied at the time instant of open channel measurements. The results are listed in Table 2.

Table 2  Power law rheology for TT experiments (run 15–18), per monitored pressure drop over the feed pipe during the experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>K’</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run 15</td>
<td>32.87</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 16</td>
<td>32.69</td>
<td>28.76</td>
<td>0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 17</td>
<td>36.43</td>
<td>32.07</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 18</td>
<td>42.73</td>
<td>37.93</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Comparison

Decay of sand concentration in measurement, numerical and analytical are compared. Comparisons are conducted on equal grounds (Section 2.2). Measurement and numerical are observed to correspond qualitatively (Section 3.1). Here a quantitative comparison is pursued between the different approaches. A strict comparison between analytical and numerical, ideally conducted to test for numerical accuracy, is not yet possible because of different boundary conditions (open versus closed bottom boundary).

4.1 Analytical calculations versus measurement

The two different analytical solutions are mutually compared and a comparison with the measurements is undertaken based on preparatory rheological characterisation of the open channel tests and transformation between 2D and 3D (scenario A).

Figure 11 shows the analytical solutions projected on test data with channel slope 4.5°. The analytical solutions base on a flow depth of 0.09 m, sand diameter of 0.19 mm, \( n = 0.12 \), a reduction of settling velocity of 23% per Figure 8, \( \Delta \rho = 1,420 \) kg/m\(^3\) and \( \rho = 1,230 \) kg/m\(^3\).
Comparison with the data shows that the theories describe the decay of concentration fairly well. It is to be noted that the smooth transition to the gelled bed layer is not described by either of these models. The calculated back-drop at the lowest vertical location is therefore a bit too strong. Comparison of the two solutions in Figure 11 reveals again that advection of the Sisson 1DV solution by the flow works fine for the high velocity part in the upper part of the profile, but leads to differences with the full 2DV solution in the lower portion of the concentration profile where the flow velocities are lower.

4.2 Numerical calculation versus analytical

For the numerical simulation shown in Figure 4, the dimensionless distance at 300 m onto the beach is $x^h = 0.00043$. In the calculation, the depth of the flowing mud layer varies from 0.4 m upstream to 0.2 m at 300 m. Average depth is thus 0.3 m. Sand diameter is 0.1 mm and beach slope is 1%. Volumetric sand concentration is 30%. The yield stress is 40 Pa and the bottom shear stress about 60 Pa. Therefore an $n$ value of 0.2 is the more appropriate (Figure 5). This gives 10% decay of sand concentration according to Figure 7, corresponding to the lowest concentration indicated in Figure 4 (dark blue). The theoretical analytical sand concentration profiles are projected onto the numerical calculation results of Delft3D in Figure 12, showing fair agreement between the analytical solution of Childs and the numerical calculation.

![Figure 12](image)

**Figure 12** Calculated analytical concentration profiles and Delft3D numerical calculation of Figure 4 at 300 m

5 Evaluation

In addition to the conducted analysis, the linear analytical theory is also a tool to understand primary dependencies, and can be applied as a reference for verification of numerical computations (CFD) under simplified and well defined circumstances. Childs’ solution is available to test for numerical diffusivities and grid resolution, provided that the lower boundary is opened for settling solids.

The linear model reveals the most important interdependencies per Equation 1, which basically quantifies settling distance per particle trajectory (kinematic similarity). This basic equation shows that the ratio of particle diameter and flow depth is the governing parameter. For example, for 0.2 mm sand, as more common in oil sands and weaker slurries flowing at 0.1 m depth for instance, this would drastically change into $x^h = 0.046$. According to the Childs model (Figure 7) this would give a 70% decay of concentration above the bed at 300 m. This implies that the assumed one-way coupling in Childs’ theory does not hold anymore, and a non-linear model is to be applied. This comparison indicates that the analytical solution can also be used for a quick assessment of segregation conditions.

The procedure to apply the analytical approach for quick assessment of segregation conditions is: first, calculate flow depth using standard methodology for Bingham homogenous fluids and calculate plug size. The ratio flow depth/plug size equals $\tau_y/\tau_w$. Then, apply Figure 5 to determine the appropriate flow index $n$. Paste 2018, Perth, Australia
Finally, apply Figure 7 to determine relative sand concentration above the bed, after calculation of the dimensionless distance by Equation 1. In application of the analytical theory, the results are sensitive to the $n$ value, which is therefore to be determined with care. Application of a regression analysis procedure to fit flow profiles could be beneficial.

Another observation is that if 2DV conditions are compared to 3D conditions on the basis of equal hydraulic radius and equal wall shear stress, kinematic similarity is not satisfied. It is better to simulate on the basis of equal flow depth and equal wall shear stress, hence smaller energy slope. By using relatively coarser sand, the physical settling distance can be made artificially shorter in laboratory testing.

Measurement, analytical theory and numerical simulation serve the common objective. The presented analytical theories necessarily assume one-way coupling. Two-way coupling is necessary for conditions of significant decrease in concentration, quantifiable with numerical modelling. We have now seen cases with mild segregation, still described by linear theory. The problem is fundamentally non-linear and numerical modelling is needed. The analytical method may help to indicate whether detailed internal resolution is necessary or computational efforts are better spent in capturing other aspects of deposition.

Gelled bed formation is not described by the analytical models. Gelled bed development follows rheological principles (Talmon et al. 2014b). It would be interesting to see whether under the encountered mild segregation conditions gelled bed development can also be analytically quantified.

6 Conclusion

Measurements, analytical theory and numerical simulation show a decrease in concentration of similar magnitude in the lower part of the flow. The analytical solution shows that the ratio particle diameter/flow depth is an important parameter to the development of sand segregation within the flow. Another insight is that if 2DV conditions are compared to 3D conditions on the basis of equal hydraulic radius, kinematic similarity is not satisfied. It is better to simulate on the basis of equal flow depth.

Upon comparison, the more complete Childs solution shows a greater decrease of concentration at the bottom than the Sisson model. Both analytical solutions cannot predict the formation of a gelled bed, since settled solids disappear through the bottom boundary of the analytical model and because the physics leading to a gelled bed are not included (rheology augmentation and two-way coupling). The Childs solution can however be utilised for quick assessment of segregation conditions.

Fair agreement is observed between measurements and Childs’ analytical method. Moreover, fair agreement is also observed between an earlier produced computational outcome of the numerical model Delft3D-slurry and analytical solution. This serves in building confidence in this numerical model as an aid to support tailings deposition management studies.
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